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BOOK REVIEWS
Caribbean: Sea of the New World, by German Arciniegas; translated from
the Spanish by Harriet de Oms. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946.
$8·75·
'
This volume opens, rather omi.nously, with a quotation from Emil Ludwig. Fortunately, Senor Arciniegas is not a Colombian Herr Ludwig.
However, this reviewer cannot help feeling that the author has absorbed
more of Ludwig's streamlined, assembly-line brand of interpretation of his.'
.
tory than was good lor his book.
In retelling the often-told story of the arrival of the Europeans ~ the
"New World," their greed, lust, and cruelty-against the natives -as well as
against one another-, their mad scramble for quick riches and power, and
the destruction and misery wrought by these exponents of "Christianity,"
Arciniegas manages to clothe it all in an aura of romantic glamor. "In the
early sixteenth century Europe was like a gaily colored picture 'book" (p.
114). On the other hand, he skips somehow over the not insignificant fact
that after the first generation of Christian, "Western" rule in the West
Indian islands, practically the -entire aboriginal population had been
.
"liquidated."
.
Incidentally, the popular notion of "The New World," used in the
subtitle and throughout this book, is a typical example of the thoughtless
arrogance of the Europeans and their descendants. In terms of human
occupancy, America was not newer than some parts of Europe. It was "new"
only in the sense that Europeans had only recently stumbled upon it.
Nothing was new about the manner in which they took possession of it.
Search for gold was the oldest story known to man, not reliev_ed by any subst~al measure of wisdom, charity, or foresight. In Columbus' account of
. hisl first ten days in the first islands Jie discovered, "the word gold appears
tWenty-one times. . . . Each mystical outburst is followed by a plea for
gold" (p. 27).
The book is infected with that tendency which is so frequent in a certain
type of ~atin literature: admiration of the strong, adventurous, ~th1ess
male, the conqueror par e~cellence, regardless of the motives or the effects
of his actions. What matters is tl!e way he does things-not what he does or
o
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why he does it. To the reviewer, this seems an unhealthy and dangerous
tendency, particularly in an environment like the Caribbean, which is short
of constructive "doers" and full of people who like to dream and talk about
ambitious projects which they will never carry out.
. This is a collection of "heroic" episodes, rather than a ,systematic narration. But it shows us only the heroes of the battlefields and the salons, not
the real heroes, who labored in the fields, mines, hospitals) and studies.
There is great ado about conquistadores, viceroys, buccaneers;' speculators,
generals, and liberators, but very little about the people, the "material" of
all those more or less heroic, and usually senseless, deeds. Arciniegas attempts
to paint a kind of canvas. But it is not the kind Diego Rivera and Jose
Orozco paint. It is the old-fashioned canvas, in which knights and kings strut
once more in all their vain and empty pride and superficial glery and place
their feet on slain foes. The book reads like a tropical Wild ~est thriller
with occasional elements of Henry V. It is certainly "col~~ul," but, at least
to this reviewer, far from satisfying. Is it not time that we ceased to find the
bloody mess "created" by representatives of "Western civilization" for four
and a half centuries, in one of the' world's richest and most beautiful regions, "entertaining" and worth retelling? Toward the end of his book,
Arciniegas proclaims that "the history of the ideals of America is the history
of its people" (p. 448). His book gives little evidence of this attitude.
The author is not too scrupulous about facts of geographyjand history.
For instance, he has Drake capture a ship "near Quito" (p. 148)~ which happens to be in more than 8,000 feet altitude and 150 miles from the sea. He
has the OriJ,loCO empty into the Caribbean Sea (p. 172). H'e believes
that the cities of Le6n and Granada are in Honduras (p. 37o);ttbey are in
Nicaragua. Prince Potemkin, in telling Miranda "the history of the Crimean
War" (p. '375) must have been endowed with truly prophetic gifts, as that
war occurred seventy years after the reported event.
The book opens with the arrival of the Europeans, in a beautiful evocation of the manifold relationships between the Mediterranean and the Caribbean seas. It closes with the acquisition of the Canal Zone by Theodore
Roosevelt. In telling about Panama's separation from Colombia, the Colonibian patriot Arciniegas forgot to mention that there had been· a long and
genuine desire of the Panamanian people to obtain their independence
from Colombia, which they had joined voluntarily. The corruption, incompetence, and politically,unrepresentative character of the Colombian administration on the Isthmus, plus the internal anarchy caused by the continuous
civil wars in that coUntry, was responsible for a state of affairs which laid it
open to easy expl~itation by Roosevelt when he went after the Canal Zone
concession. It would have contributed to the usefulness of this volume, to
Latin and North American readers alike, if the author had tried to make
them draw the obvious lesson from this experience, instead o£:,heaping the
customary scorn on the "Yankee imperialists."
1
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Battle for the Hemisphere: Democracy versus Totalitarianism in the·Other
America, by Edward Tomlinson. New York and London. Charles Scribner's Sons, Ltd., 1947. $3.00.
Mr. Tomlinson is concerned about the "new look" in dictatorships that
is becoming evident south. of the Rio Grande. The home-groWn variety of
m~itary strong-arm men, seldom guilty of harboring a political, economic, or
social philosophy beyond that necessary to retain their power, is not extinct.
But they do not constitute the present threat to the hemisphere. The battle
is between the right ~d the left with democracy caught between the. two.
The rightest forces fall into three groups~the anti-foreign nationalists
like Herrera o.LUruguay, the caudillo type of .rugged individualists exemplified currently by Somoza of Nicaragua and Trujillo of the Dominican-pardon the word-Republic, and finally the National Socialist species
personified by Per6n. The first two have peen the subjects of many studies
and much condemnation. Mr. Tomlinson brushes over them lightly and
directs his analysis to the Peronista movement. The slow suffocation of
Argentine democracy is detailed. With deft sweeps of his pen he then dissects
the international ambitions of,the Argentine dictator. Capitalizing on the
country's superior econ~mic position,· Per6n has driven hard bargains with
his less fortunate neighbors. Each economic deal is accompanied by a large
dose of Peronista political propaganda reminiscent of Nazi penetration into
Central and Eastern Europe. "Peso politics" has more tentacles than "dollar
diplomacy" ever developed.
'
The Communists are the spearhead of the leftist ideology. What they
lack in numbers (only one out of 25b Latin Americans is a party member)
they counter by the usual superior discipline and strategic location in' key
spots in government, the labor unions, and industry. Their ultimate aim is
no different from that which they profess for the rest of the world. Aware of
their relative weaknessand inability at the moment to seize power in anyone
country, they content themselves with disruptive tactics and a pick-a-back
ride on the nationalists' program. They favor "nationalization of foreignowned-that is to say, United States owned---enterprises. If not nationalizazation immediately, certainly progressive regulation and restraint which,' in
the long run, will result in nationalization. Mter nationalization of foreign
interests comes nationalization of domestic enterprises. All of which leads
inevitably, they hope, to collectivization and their misnamed dictatorship of
the proletariat."
Mr. Tomlinson finds some comfort in the legacy of democracy and the
"traditional spirit of resistance to tyranny" that has toppled earlier Latin
American dictat9rships. If the present extremist movements are as powerful
as he depicts them (and his evidence is weighty), is ifsufficient to place reliance upon the ferment of-this traditional spirit? It took the toll of years and
lives to disgorge the -Nazis from Europe. And history offers us no ~ple
of a free people able to regain their freedom once the Communist police'
state haS settled over them.

f
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How can the United States combat these repressive movements from the
extremes? The author is severely critical of our willingness to :recognize governments that have come into office by force. We should refu;se recognition
to the dictators. Even though recognition follows consultation with other
American states, the author opines that that is no assurance ~at the policy
is correct. But, it "may be asked, what if nonrecognition fails of its purpose?
The Soviets survived a long period of nonrecognition, and the Stimson doc, trine in the Far ·East did not bring to an end the "glorious independence"
of Manchukuo.
In the economic sphere the author favors a broad program of diversification of crops-an oft-repeated observation. He follows this with a unique
prescription. "United ,States investors should begin by exerqising a simple
prerogative. They should deal exclusively with their colleagues in the Latin
American countries, the businessmen and industrialis,ts and j agriculturiSts,
and not with the Governments. This would me an added assurance that
funds from this country would not .find their way into the hands of dicta,torial and extremist rulers." Again the query-what if the mildly socialistic
programs of politically democratic governments do not cOlintenance this
technique? The big borrowers of today, like the big leaders, ar~ governments.
The author makes clear that there is a battle for the hemisphere between
the right and the left. But the steps to stem their advance seem improvised
and weak. The inHuence of the Catholic Church, the proble~ and limita- .
tions of industrialization, the role of Latin America in world economic recovery-to suggest a few important considerations-are lacking from the author's
final calculations.
ALBERT C. F. WESTPHAL

Slave and Citizen:!he Negro in the Americas, by Frank Tannenbaum. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1947. $2.00.
l'
Puerto Rican Paradox, by Vicenzo Petrullo. Philadelphia and;London: Universiy of Penn~ylvania Press a:qd Oxford University Presr,. 1947. $3.00.
Cuban Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar, by Fernando OIjtiz; translated
from the Spanish by Harriet de Onfs; introduction by BrQ~slaw Malinowski; prologue by Herminio Portell Vila. New York: Alfred A. Knopf
1947. $4·00. : ~
Trinidad Village, by Melville J. Herskovits and Frances S. Herskovits. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1947· $4.75.
Columbus first discovered and explored America in the C~ibbean area.
The Carribbean was the first center for settlement, for trade ad piracy, and
for social and political amalgamation of Europeans, Africans, and Indians.
Constant interest in this section is evidenced by the number of new studies
which continue to appear. Here modem social and economic conditions
offer excellent opportunity for stimulating research.
Mr. Frank Tannenbaum in Slave and Citizen has undetiaken a brief
presentation of Negroes in the Americas. He is challenged byrtihe "dissimilar
social atmosphere,"' especially in Brazil and the United States.: The marked
1
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difference in the legal, moral, and economic aspects of- Negro society 'In different areas are not accidental; they stem, says the author, from historic
conditions.
'
Brought in as slaves, that is as cheap labor, for the plantations of the
Caribbean islands, for the central mainland, for the South of the United
States, and for northeastern Brazil, the Negro, in spite of his hardships, 'has
accommodated himself to life in the New World. Unlike the Indian, who
.resisted and ofttimes disappeared, the N €gro assimilated a foreign culture.
He has also made a considerable contribution in labor and living to the
countries of which he is a part: But barriers of legal and moral exclusion
deprive the Negro in the United States of full emancipation. In this respect,
therefore, the United States is separated from other parts of the New World.
Slavery in Spanish and Portuguese Catholic colonies differed greatly
from slavery in the English Protestant areas. The political, social, and religious patterns differed; and "the element of human personality was not lost
in the transition to slavery from Africa to the Spanish or Portuguese domin- ions:' Freedom, for which neither white nor Negro was prepared, came
without violence in Latin America. Here the Negro was credited with moral
status; painfully slow progress, in this respect, marks social evolution in the
United States.
,
"The process of miscegenation was part of the system of slavery:' Racial
fusion continues and a stratified society results. But Mr. Tannenbaum concludes, "Society is dynamic . . . time . . . will draw a veil over the white
and black in this hemisphere, and future generations will look back upon
the record of strife as revealed in the history of the people of this New World
of ours with wonder and incredulit),,:'
Writing succinctly, the author has followed a stimulating thesis, which
. points up social differences stemming from historic ,facts. His arrangement
of material is concise, at times statistical and adequately documented.· The
book is a useful addition to the monographs on the Negro in the Americas.
Mr. Vicenzo Petrullo' deals in his monograph with Puerto Rico. This
Caribbean island of natural tropical be,auty is a land of tumultous living.
"There is no peace in the Puerto Rican soul," says the author'1'
The population is the result of four centuries of the mingling chiefly of
Spaniards, Negroes, and Indians; yet, "there is no' Puerto Rican race, but
there are white and black Puerto Ricans and all sorts of mixtures in between:' Although a citizen of the United States, the Puerto Rican sufferS
from racial discrimination when he travelS or lives in the United States. But
color does not make the Puerto Rican; he is a product of his history and
environment. Puerto Rico is an island thirty-five by 100 miles in extent,
inhabited by 'two million people. The population has doubled in the last
fifty years. Seventy per cent of the population live on the land; the average
farm is small (less than twenty acres); and only one per cent of the farmers
own one third of the farm land, a:bout one-half dozen sugar corporations
owning and controlling most of the land. Thus there are too mariy people
for the area. Yet land distribution will not solve the economic problem.

.
""
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Puerto Rico became a colony of the United States in 1898~ bd with the
transfer from Spain the colony lost her promised autonomy. This loss has
been a source of irritation despite the progress made under AmeIjican control.
The island is proud of her Spanish heritage and historical past that dates
back to the days of Charles the Fifth. Although American 19ovemment
brought civil liberty, interest in -public health, sanitation, mord widespread
education, and other material improvements, it also aroused r~sentment of
American imperialism and provoked many culture conflicts 'V~i"ch continu. '
ally mount.
World War II produced the Atlantic Charter and the :QeClaration of
the Four Freedoms. With these pronouncements the problem of~uerto Rico
was intensified", because to many people throughout Latin America, the
treatment of the island became an indication of the integrity of the United
States. Puerto Rico is therefore a complex problem-economic, political, and
cultural. It is also more than a colonial problem; its handling has international significance. Mr. Petrullo advocates a plebescite, since- the Puerto
Ricans have "come of age" politically. Thus they would be a~le to determine their own standards. "The tJ nited States can afford to; lose Puerto
Rico . . . and Puerto Rico must decide if it can afford to lose the United
States."
The book is well written but without documentation or bibliography.
When finished, one feels he has again reviewed the problems of Puerto
Rico: they are pressing problems, and steps should be taken toward their
solution. But it is evident the American people do not know 'what to do,
nor does Congress, nor indeed does Mr. Petrullo."
·
Fernando Ortiz has produced a brilliant monograph in Cul1an Counterpoint: Tobacco and Sugar. Written in Spanish and beautifully translated
by Harriet de Onis, the book has two introductions: one by Bronislaw
Malinowski and the other by Herminio Portell Vila.
Following the inspiration of Juan Rub in his allegorical-dialogue, the
.. author first presents a fascinating essay contrasting the two great products
of industry in Cuba, sugar and tobac~o. The contrasts in the plants, cultivation, manufacturing, history, economic and social aspects, ~d trade are
_. most ably discussed. But mechanized sugar production on one hand and the
tobacco industry without machinery on the other have tended to draw together in the twentieth century, owing to the machine processes for niaking
cigarettes and the diminishing importance of the cigar maker. Fundamental
differences between the two products are being erased by machiPes and capitalism. Yet in spite of their many differences sugar and tobacco have never
had conflicts: ..... there was never any enmity between sugar and
tobacco."
The second essay deals with "The Ethnography and Transculturation
of Havana Tobacco and the Beginnings of Sugar in America.~' In the first
introduction Mr. Malinowski comments at some length upon the new technical word transculturation, which Fernado Ortiz introduces. Mr. Malinowski gives enthusiastic acceptance to the term. In this second essay the author
<
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too presents the neologism, transculturation, explaining his choice "to express the highly varied phenomena of the extremely complex transmutations
of culture that have taken place here. • . ." There follows a discussion of
Cuba's historical evolution, the geographic transmigrations which have made
Cuba. Hence, "the concept of transculturation is fundamental and indispensable for an understanding of the· history of Cuba. • . ."
Next there is an admirable discussion of the history of tobacco and its
use by aborigines and Europeans for pleasure, for medicine, and in religious
rites. From the colonial records of Las Casas Oviedo, Acosta, and others
down to recent presentations, the author has drawn much information and
presented it with interesting interpretations and evaluations. "All this bears
witness to the constant and intimate powers of tobacco" its modern social
functions, its triumpli, its universaritansculturation."
Mr. Ortiz next discusses more briefly sugar and its introdu~tion into
America. The origins he draws from the chroniclers of Oviedo and Las
Casas; then he goes to some of the Colonial aspects of sugar production and
its first transatlantic shipment. Then reverting to tobacco and its contemporary place of importance in trade with sugar, the author concludes with
a word on the art of the use of tobacco and the eminence of the Havana
cigar. A glossary completes the volume.
The book is well documented throughout and most ably written. One
wishes for less broad generalizations at times and a more expanded treatment
of sugar, whicli certainly is delegated to second place in the concluding essay.
We hope for more comprehensive discussion of sugar in the forthcoming
work by Mr. Ortiz on economic-social history which is in preparation.
We cannot leave this book without special mention of the delightful and
quaint illustrations, taken mostly from midnineieenth-century tobacco
labels and engravings. The book is a most valuable addition to the liter~ture
of Latin America, a penetratingly keen analysi~ of social and economic factors in the history of Cuba.
Turning to another island in the Caribbean, we have Trinidad Village
by Melville J. aerskovits and Frances S. Herskovits. This is an anthropological study of the Protestant Negroculture in the British island of Trinidad. Mter several visits to 'the island, the authors chose Toco as the center
of study. Toco, located in the northeast of Trinidad, is untouched by the
industrialization of the south of the island and without the. commercial contaw of the capital and other leading centers. From here the authors present
findings on the class differences, economic standards, family and social organizations, religious rites, musical forms, dances, and other social events that
show sell-expression.
.
The appendix contains some notes on Shango worship, together with
official documents, such as ordinances relating to Trinidad Negro customs.
The volume concludes with a selected bibliography.
Interestingly written, this book is another scientific presentation of a
phase of Caribbean culture. Only through such careful study and analysis
can the complex aspects of development and life in the Caribbean be under-
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stood. This volume makes a real contribution and its implidltions are tremendous for the race problem throughout the Americas.
DOROTHY WOODWARD

Where the Sabia Sings, by Henriqueta Chamberlain. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1947. $3.00.
Reminiscing, Henriqueta Chamberlain relates in Where the, Sabid Sings
her childhood days spent in Brazil, chiefly in the cities of Bahia, Rio de
Janeiro, and Sio Paulo.
Mrs. Chamberlain's title is a particularly apt one, for the Brazilian songbird, the sabia, calls to mind the famous lines from a poem of{Ant6nio Gon¢ves Dias, "Minha terra tem palmeiras/ Onde canta 0 sabiii" (My fatherland has palm trees/ Where the sabia sings)-a poem which in itself is an
excellent expression of one meaning of the "untranslatable" Portuguese
word saudade, a nostalgic longing and homesickness for o~e's native land.
Throughout the book the reader is constantly aware of th~ author's nostalgia for Brazil-a nostalgia which gives the work a delightfully human
touch.
.
The book, largely autobiographical, is a series of rather disconcerted
episodes as remembered by the author. Naturally, some scenes are much
more vivid and complete than others. Together with these generally amusing stories Mrs. Chamberlain gives the reader some interesting information
concerning education, superstition, and the Brazilian moral cede. As a matter of fact, Mrs. Chamberlain writes about sex almost as casually as the
Brazilians apparently indulge in it.
. To make for more pleasant reading, the book contains some very appropriate illustrations by the author's husband, Ken Chamberlain, of the New
York Herald Tribune.
Where the Sabid Sings is ~ertainly an entertaining book; yet it contains
a sufficient amount of material to make it worthwhile even for those who
demand information along with entertainment.
ALBERT R. LOPES

Caste in India, by J. H. Hutton, Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press and The Macmillan Company, 1947· $3.75.
Hindu Psychology: Its Meaning for the West, by Swami Akhilananda. New
York: Harper and Brothers, 1946. $2.50.
Hindu society, with its caste structure, has through the ages sharply
reacted to alien cultural forces as well as to anti-caste movements from within
and without. The pioneer Aryas knew no caste and practiced equality
between the sexes. In this respect they resembled the latterday pioneers in
the New World. With the expansion into the Indo-Gangetic plains, a group
of lawgivers arose, who in some cases clearly defined the emerging functional
groupings in society and in others laid down new rules and procedures for
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the smooth functioning of societyj for the uphol~g of Dharma-Religionand culture. The emerging caste stratification·was codified,-bttt a leeway was
left for Utranslatjon" from one group to another on the basis of capacity.
By the sixth century B.C., the caste system became rigid, and a protestant
movement against it was led by ~uddha. During the period of Bupdhist
ascendancy (500 B.C.-600 A.D.), the caste structure became a recessive
trait in India's ~ture. The reaction to the impact of Islam (roughly 1000
A.D. onward) with its insistence on a hardheaded monotheism and a classless society was particularly sharp; afraid of being submerged by an alien
culture, Hindu society resorted to the defense mechanism of (1) the rigidity
of the caste system, (2) early marriage, and (3) ~uttee. Throughout the ages,
caste has functioned as an acp)mmodation group. r
For the last three hundred years the leaven of Occidental culture has
been working in Hindu society. The impersonal logic of technology, the
rise of nationalism, the spread of English education and ideas have all tended
to disrupt the old patterns of society. With the attainment of Swaraj (selfrule) by the people of India and with the division of India into two dominions, Pakistan with its Muslim majority and India,with its Hindu majority,
we may witness far-reaching changes in the Hindu structure of society. An
"untouchable" is today a member of the Cabinet in India.
Caste in India by J. H. Hutton, formerly associated with the Census of
India, is very ~ely. In brief"compass he has surveyed the distribution of
castes, their structures and sanctions, their £unct~ons and origins. Mr. Hutton's discussion of caste sanctions (Chapter VII) is. most important from a
sociological· point of view. Innovations in caste status and function, includ';'
ing reinstatement of excommunicated persons, can be ordered only by government decree. Thus we had the peculiar spectacle of Muslim rulers being
called in to adjudicate in matters of Hindu caste functioning. The British
Raj inherited this prerogative of Hindu kings by way of the Muslim Raj it
had supplanted; but the British Government developed the policy of neutrality in social and religious matters, with the result that Hindu society
lagged behind the times and failed to conform to the ;requirements of social
change. i',iThe next few years will indica,te how a Hindese Raj can introduce
progressive changes in the caste structure of Hindu society. Alre~dy the
Constituent Assembly of India has legislatively forbidden the practice of
untouchability. Mr. Hutton's book will serve as a standard reference work
on caste -as it was in India on the eve of revolutionary changes now
impending.
Swami Akhilananda, a distinguished representative of the Ramakrishna
Order in New England, has written a book on Hindu psychology m terms
understandable to the American. In effect, he has attempted to restate in
modem psychological terminology the concepts that had been developed by
the great thinkers of ancient India. The book ¢an"ies an Introduction by
Professor Gordon W. Allport of the Psychology Department, Harvard University, and a Foreword by Professor G. S. Brightman of the Philosophy
Department, Boston ·University.
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Says Dr. Allport (p. ix):
Does the excited psychology of action and behavior so characteristic of America
treat adequately all the capacities of the human mind? Are the powers of meditation
revealed through yoga illusory and slightly absurd? Is it conceivable that the
energies released through mental discipline are of no potentjal use to men who live
in the West? Ignorance to Eastern thought leads us to give callow and mischievous
answers to such questions as these.
0

.

Swami Akhilananda's discussion of "Intuitive Insight," "Extrasensory
Experiences,," "The Superconscious State," "Methods of S~perconscious
Experiences," and "Can Superconscious Knowledge Be Imparted?" raises
a question concerning the fields and methods of sC,ience, neatly stated by Dr.
Allport in the following words: "Whether the occult element in Hindu
psychology stems from its relative lack of acquaintance with what we in the
West call 'scientific method,' or whether this Western 'scientific method' is
nothing but a narrow cult that blinds itself to uncongenial phenomena, I
am not at this moment prepared to say" (p. x).
Professor Brightman rightly observes that the book sets forth "some o£
the ·psychological principles of the art of living" (p. xii).
The applications of Hindu psychology to everyday riving will be wel.
comed by those who are constantly on the move ~nd know not whither they
are going. The chapters on meditation and effect of meditation should be
especially helpful to the American reader. Swami Akhilananda is well
versed in the literature of psychology, mysticism, and religion, alike of the
Orient and of the Occident. When an eminent American psychologistLink: Return to Religion-and a Hindu religious divine agree that psychotherapy may be effectively practiced in terms of religion, we have reason to
believe that the premises and conclusions of Hindu psychology must have
some validity.
.:
This book and others in the same field may well become the point of
departure in the investigation of new frontiers in psychology.
HARIDAS

T.

MUZUMDAR

- Across the Wide Missor-tri~ by Bernard DeVoto; illustrated with Paintings by
Alfred Jacob Miller, Charles Bodmer, and George Catlin; with an
Account of the Discovery of the M.iUer Collection by Mrs. Clyde Porter.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin and Company, 1947. $10.00.
Apache Land~ by Ross Santee. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1947.
$3·5°·
.
The Pueblo Indians of San Ildefonso: a Changing Culture~ by William
Whitman, 3rd. New York: 'Columbia University Press, 1947. $2.75.
i

The reviewers cried in year's-end special editions their intent to give DeVoto for Christmas. They announced their delight with, not his beautiful
writing, but his beautiful "bits of writing." They wrote each an essay, eaCh
concerning his own understanding of the surge Westward, each, to be sure,
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with some ref~rence to the fur trade and the years 1832-1838, of which DeVoto has now written. From all appearance, they lik.ed DeVoto's bo~..
DeVoto does combine an amazing feelingfor apt detail with a vigor very
Western. He does indeed move his great mass of information, perhaps preselecte4, until the whole acquires not only speed, but force. His words behave
as he would have the reader believe his many characters behaved, not unconscious of some instinct which drove them, not unfeeling of forests and stars,
yet never for moment unm9ving.
Never moving, that is to say, except during those long moments when
DeVoto pauses to defend the sole importance of men as they moved-to
defend this sole importance against whatever historians he has in mind who
believe in the sole importance· of social statics, against whatever "liberals:'
he has in mind who think the f~ companies should have known better than
to let their river boats carry smallpox from Indian tribe to tribe. His characters, says Mr. DeVoto, themselves knew better, sitting in the flaring firelight, "the wind's rhythm on (their) faces": these men '''in whose minds are
the vistas and the annals of the entire West." "Respect them," he warns us,
"for they are in our heritage."
.
DeVoto credits his general concept to Garrett·Mattingly, who is quoted:
"American history is history in transition from an Atlantic to a Pacific
phase." As one year (1846) was previously announced by DeVoto as the
year of decision (and the reader almost persuaded of such significance) so
now one trade, with listed dramatis personae, is enough to represent all that
happened across the wide Missouri.' Run, run, run Westward to live truly;
run willi DeVoto, the muscl~4 quarter-miler. It would appear that because
DeVoto runs so, so has run all America but the bumbling academics.
Alfred Jacob Miller's paintings of the fur trade make the book worth
almost its price.
.
The temptation is to use Apache Land ,and San Ildefonso as bludgeons
against DeVoto. For both-the first by a cowboy, the second by an anthropologist-convey detail, feeling, and human change without claim of allimportance.
Santee's Apache Land is' a delight. His Indians live in their wooded
grasslands, surrounded by the cowmen they will never understand; his cowboys live in an alien society, never quite comfortable in their constant contact with the Apaches. And Santee himself, ever interested, ever willing to
agree that he too never quite understands the Apaches, describes the rela,;,
tionships an~ the mutual wonder. His anthropological details are fine, real
contributions, but presented without any claim that "this is it:' Rather,
Santee has given us countryside and :people and relationships, none. of them
ever settled, none of them to be taken for granted, with himself the inquirer
nearly content with his world of imponderables, pointing out injustices, but
without surprise or undue anger.
Santee's own drawings illustrate Apache Land. Although, for me, his
drawings of individual figures are weak, almost defective, he needs only a
second figure, or landscape dwarfing his figure, and' his drawings are at once

a
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forceful and compelling. Figures then are in balance, the landscape suggestive of all a country's vastness, until the reader almost believes he has seen
what lies beyond the drawing's edge; what mystery is beyond Santee's pages.
The late William Whitman, ,his wife, and their three childFen, lived in
San Ildefonso Pueblo in New Mexico for some months, ten years ago. 'They
made friends; on return later they were welcomed; they liked the people of
San Ildefonso. Whitman's The'Pueblo Indians of San Ildefonso bears the
marks of his method. No personalized theatrical narrative, his book yet tells
of San Ildefonso exactly what you would expect a keen inquirer to have
found, without preconceptions. Especially as regards family relations, adolescence, consuDiing jealousies (particularly among the pottery makers), and
the failure of Pueblo 'artists to progress after early promise, Whitman's conclusions-if tentative-cast great light on the entire functioning of a Pueblo.
His descriptions of those individuals who have somehow deviated from the
Pueblo norm, whether toward non-Indian ways or simply off on personal
tangents, provide considerably more depth of understanding than could any
direct statement of the norm itself. Religion, though never ignored and
always assumed as partial cause for Pueblo action,. nevertheless is admitted
as not sufficiently understood to help predict action: action itself, sufficiently
consistent, ordinarily predictable, is Whitman's first key to art understanding
of the religion.
Some studies are best done in populations large enough for statistical
analysis. Whitman has chosen a village of around 130 members and written
practically its collective biography. Never neglecting to sketch in history or
possible trends, providing fruitful comparisons with other Pueblos and other
Southwestern and Plains tribes, still Whitman has presented one villClge
with all its complex relationships, one village at one time. Significance is in
his work beyond one village, beyond one time, for the reader to see for himself.
ROB E R T BUN K E R

Alexnnder the Great: The Meeting of East and West in World Government
and Brotherhood~ by Charles Alexander Rpbinson, Jr. New York: E. P.
Dutton and Company, Inc., 1947· $3.75.
;,
For the whole earth is the sepulchre of famous men; and their ~tory is not graven
only on stone over their native earth, but lives on far away, without visible symbol,
woven into the stuff of other men's lives.-Thucydides.

There are eighty versions of the Alexander romance in twenty-four different languages ranging from English to Malay. Historians and biographers
varyingly interpret the difficult and obscure substrata of fact underlying
Alexander's career. To Grote, Alexander was a megalomaniac, the destroyer
of Greek culture and of the existing order of the world.. To Angus (The
Mystery Religions and Christianity)~ "The appearance of Alexander forms
a turning point in the history of the race with which may not be compared
even the rise of the Roman Empire, . . . the RenaissanCe, or the Reformation. Alexander made all things new." To W. W. Tam (Cambridge Ancient
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History), Alexander was "one of the supreme fertilizing forces in human history, whose failure bore JIlore fruit than most men's success."
What makes this biography particularly timely is Professor Robinson's
.emphasis upon Alexander as the first man in history to conceiye of the
brotherhoo,d of man-that "mankind should contemplate not exclusive
national societies but universalism, the idea of .the oecumene or inhabited
world." Disregarding Aristotle's admonition to treat barbarians as slaves and
casting off the tradition of the supremacy of the Greek city-state, Alexander
expediently attempted to unit~· his empire by promulgating mixed marriages, by adopting Persian dress, and by adding Asiatics to his regular
armies, his Companion cavalry, and his administrative staff. The deification
order Robinson views not as an act of overweening pride but as a political
device to strengthen the Macedonian's authority in Greece. Although Alexander's governmental system broke down after his untimely death, the
seventy cities he founded or eillarged in Egypt and Asia to spread Greek culture and law, the internationalization of trade and commerce, and the use
of a common Greek dialect brought about" a cultural fusion of East and
West. These unifying forces eventuated indirectly in the Roman Empire
and in the spread of both Christianity and Buddhism.
All this (whether it be called imperialism or universalism), and evidence
too of superlative military genius and of a scientific curiosity that could
organize an exploring expedition to the Caspian Sea in the midst ofa crucial
campaign, should be highly stimulating. That thiS account of Alexander is
lacking in liveliness and imaginative power may be due to the conscientiousness, conservatism, and balance which mark both substance and style.
JANE KLUCKHOHN

The Novel and the World's Dilemma, by Edwin Berry Burgum. New. York:
Oxford University Press, 1947. $3.75.
..'
It may as well be stated at the beginning that this is a "controversial"
book, on~ that has already offended or frightened certain aitics who appar..
ently expect criticism never to attempt any new synthesis or to use any new
approach. One can understand the fear of various schools of critics when
dogmatists try to make literature the handmaiden of sociology. When poor
readers or· narrow aitics estimate the ultimate worth of books in terms of
whether or not they directly contribute to the freeing of slaves or to the
growth of the labor movement, it is perhaps time to raise questions. But
because Edwin Berry Burgum, in addition to his acute feeling for style
and form in novels, is willing to seek some evidenre of the social maladjuStments which' novels imply, as well as some evidence of the psychological
-needs felt consciously or unconsciously by the great authors of today, certain critics have begun to utter the old cry that good novels are "pure"
and that judgment of novels must be kept equally pure. In sholt, they
treat Burgum as if he were a new Tolstoi pronouncing anathema upon
ev~g except th~ Uncle Tom's Cabin tyPe of novel, when in actuality
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he is only using all the facets of the best in contemporary criticism to get
at the social, psychological, and aesthetic heart of important modern fiction.
Burgum leaves no doubt that Mann and Proust are greater writers than
John Steinbeck or Richard Wright, 'but his critics try to pin, upon him the
opposite view; and they totally fail to recognize the high importance of the
fact that Burgum, like Browning, sees that for our purposes, ~or purposes of
life and growth out of the slough, "the first of the new [often] beats the
last of the old, in our race's story." In short, Burgum is cOrltent to let the
hierarchies of literary value take care of themselves later, or in the long
run, as they will anyway. But now, in the modern world's dilemma, for, us
now, the occasional crude approach to hope in a Steinbeck.lmay be worth
reams of the polished cataloging of decadence in a Proust. The efforts of a
Richard Wright or a Malraux to rehabilitate the heroic or tragic concept
in terms of our world's actualities, so that heroic self-sacrifice contributes to
emerging values and does not remain merely a romantic and wasteful gesture, are of more actual and artistic importance to us now than the finely
wrought work of Mann. (To help avoid confusion, I wish to put it down
at once thatBurgum finds Wright's great contribution to emerging values in
a few of his stories, not in the novel Native Son.) These are heresies, of
course, and they raise the old issue of a permanent "culture" in cold storage,
pure and high, versus the concept that in some periods of man's history
culture has to be "willed" up out of chaos to fit needs. It is a fundamen~l
critical question, ultimately a philosbphical one. All I wish to say on it
here is that the more modem of the two views has already a great deal more
philosophical respectability than the majority of academic and journalistic
literary critics care to admit. (See, for example, Bertram Morris, "Philosophy
of Criticism," Philosophical Review, November, 1946.) It can no longer be
dismissed as a crude pragmatism or "social determinism," although that is
exactly what most literary critics try to do with it.
I have no idea how much of Kenneth Burke's work Burgum knows or
agrees with. But his book plainly reveal§l that he is a much better semanticist and psychologist than the critics who have belabored him. He knows,
like Burke, the vast difference between explicit statement of belief by' an
author and the real belief that is inherent in details and form and structure.
He also understands frustration and indecision. For example, he offers the
only credible explanation I know as to why Ernest Hemingway, a journalist heroically loyal to the Republicans in Spain, wrote ,a novel that is
anti-Loyalist and pro-Fascist. The analysis is not a political one. It is
aesthetic and psychological, and it is not content to let an author's confusion
and frustration slip by without analysis.
The theme' of Burgum's book is simple. The world is in crisis, confronted with the necessity of choice between democracy and fascism, peace
and war, the growth of friendliness, trust, and humaneness versus continuation of the.. plunge into meaningless atomism. The novel, which is the
modern world's most characteristic art form, gives evidences of the wavering,
the frustrations, the divided loyalties, the agonizing attempts to rationalize
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all our reversions. It gives evidences, too, of the hope of friendliness, of
brotherhood, of democracy. To point out these things is certainly no more
narrow an in~,ention than Vernon Louis Parrington's search in American literature for tlle great basic American liberal ideology, particularly when one
considers that Burgum is infinitely more perceptive and Hexible when
dealing with a work of art. The cause of the furore that accompanies the
issuance of such books is probably, after all, not that they do violence
to traditionally transcendental notions 'Of the purity of art but simply that
they probe in areas which some people would prefer to have left unprobed.
After all, Proust, Mann, Joyce, Kafka, Faulkner, to name only a few,
have never been noted for thei: Hattering picture or our contemporary
civilization. There !,las been little disagreement concerning the truth of
the diagnosis made in th~ best contemporary literature. Literary critics
have not passed up the opportunity of pointing out the 'richness of detail,
the psychological truth, the balanced sense (mainly intuitive) of hUJBaIle
values to be found in the novelists' diagnosis. Up to that point, lit.drary
critics have not been the least bit disturbed about literature's relation to
sociology. Indeed, they have taken the somewhat arrogant view that
literature is better sociology. (because it comes out dripping with the
immediacies of experience .and is not coldly abstract) than sociology itself;
they have been pretty certain that literature is both mistress and handmaiden. But now, let a critic come out with some evidence that certain
recent American novels ~ in them the desire for integration.as well as
evidences of decadence, herald a hope of friendliness, dynamic democracy,
the reintegration of the individual into a ·going society with _intuitively
grasped COIIlIJlon aims-in such a confrontation, all we get from ·the other
critics is vain babblings about· the "purity" of literature. This reaction is
no doubt inspired partly by a fear that Burgum sees hope, the new green
shoots, in politically suspect places. The way of wisdom would be to entertain and then to do some hard thinking about the fact that new cultural
growth has often come from politically and culturally suspect places and
that sometimes a valuable psychological, aesthetic, or moral lesson may
come from one of different political complexion.
The Novel and the World's Dilemma is a highly provocative statement
of the view that the daily life, the family life, the most intimate inner
psychological life, the public life" the economic life, the aesthetic life of
human beings are all a tighter complex than we are often willing to admit.
If this review is more of a defense of the book than an objective statement
of its content, it is because I have resented the glib assumption by several
critics that it is an oversimplified defens~ of "proletarian" literature, written
from the point of view of a narrow "social determinism." On the contrary,
it is a profound study of literature written from the promising point of
view that all that man does and thinks and needs is important; that these
things, in their actuality, are the b.asis of any culture.
DUDLEY
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The Living Novel, by V. S. Pritchett. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock,
1947· $2·75·

>

The Living Novel is a doubly brilliant series of essays-brilliant in its
vivification of the works of others and brilliant in its own style. It is a
superb example of lively British learning; that is, learning which is zestful,
which deals little with scholarship and much with the actual work itself,
and which in its own character tends to become a work of art. Those who
remember the deft and handsome critiques of F. L. Lucas will find here
another such accomplishment.
In The Living Novel Mr. Pritchett examines thirty-three writers from
Henry .Fielding through Nicolai Leskov, ·all of them novelists except two.
Thomas Hood and Walt Whitman slip in because, a true Briton, Mr.
Pritchett, knowing that he himself has titled his books, feels free to spurn
his title where he so pleases. Twenty of the subjects are British, from
Richardson through D. H. Lawrence;- six are Russian, four French, two
American, and one Italian. Mr. Pritchett casts a full net.
When he draws that net in, it is iridescent. Every page of this book
sparkles. Everywhere is the flashing light of perception and phrase. Nor
is it the kind of writing which empurples and beclouds; it is the strong
beam of the lighthouse which rests for its moment upon an _.object, bathes
it in a powerful revelation, and then turns to the next. Mr. Yritchett's writing has' the brightness of George Meredith's prose without its glistening
obfuscation.
The book'is the response of an interested man to some thirty classic
novelists as if he had now read them for the first time. Upon each book
he bestows an "acute, fresh glance. None of the novels is cold· mutton to
him; it is a new dish, tangy and inviting. Mr. Pritchett's reaction to each
work is evocative and honest. Of Anatole France, for example, ~he writes:
"The great foot of Rabelais comes down upon the pretty pickle and leaves
it looking flat." Prosper Merimee, he comments, is tough: Merimee saw
life as a campaign; he is curt, skeptical, abstaining; and then adds Mr.
Pritchett, "A writer might learn his art from him and dread the perfection
he had learned."
With some chapters one might quarrel. The treatment of Samuel
Butler, for one, is perfunctory. These are vignettes, not dissertations. Yet,
in all, the words that Mr. Pritchett applies to Giovanni Verga describe as
well the author of this remarkable little book: "He has a rich range of
mood, a pungency of metaphor; something in him is equal to the clamor
of the heart . . . ·he seems to be able to pull up people by the roots straight
out of nature and put them, rife as they are, upon the page."
,.
WILLIS D. JACOBS
The St'Tange Life ~f ·.Lady Blessington, by Michael Sadleir. New York:
Farrar, Straus and Company, 1947. $4.00.
In 1822 the young and elegant Count Alfred d'Orsay entered the
household of Lord and Lady Blessington, there to remain for twenty-seven
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years. Margaret Blessington was then a charming thirty-three years of age,
her husband was--amiable and undemanding, and d'Orsay was as handsome
as he was elegant. Thus began what Mr. Sadleir calls a "forlorn adventure
in tolerance and hospitality." London society of that time called it a notorious scandal and disgrace, and lifted'its skirts clear.
To the pres~nt generation Lady Blessington is chiefly remembered as
the author of A Journal of Conversations with Lord Byron, a delightful
account of conversations with. Byron in Italy. To us the scandal of her
personal life is a thing of air. We are disinclined to scold the dead, and
perhaps we see more peccadillo than sin in the affair. The women of her
own brutally immoral generation, however, vented meanness and spite upon
their ambiguous sister. To her death in 1849 Lady Blessington was scorned
and snubbed by the noble ladies of the realm. As compensation, her intelligent wit and sympathy drew to her home the distinguished men of the
time-Dickens, Bulwer Lytton, Landor, John Forster, and others. Margaret
Blessington was one of the most admired hostesses of her generation-but
only men came.
The irony ,of the matter, Mr. Sadleir says, is that the relationship
between Margaret and d'Orsay' was almost certainly maternal rather than
physical. D'Orsay in fact became her son-in-law, though his marriage was
perhaps never consumniated. What this book reveals, therefore, is best
of all the social and-moral cljniate of its era. It shows a society of dandies,
of powerful old ladies :ruling by caste and tradition, ,a hard-bitten generation pretendi~g moral affront while itself practising what it condemned,
a world of leisure, money, conversation, gambling, and scramble.
In the midst of this world sat the widowed Lady Blessington, with all
her Irish grace and sing, writing herself into the grave to support her family,
her relatives, her charities, and her home. When she died, d'Orsay collapsed
and soon followed her. Lady Wilde, herself intransigent IriSh, wrote of
her: "That she was happy appears nowhere, either in her letters or diaries;
yet hers was a life diffusing happiness . . . above all women of her time,
she fascinated, and fascination is a moral grace, for it has its source in the
sou!." Reading of this brave, witty and pretty woman, one can again
regret that sweetness sinks into the grave.
WILLIS D. JACOBS

The Complete Poems and Stories of Edgar Allan Poe, with Selections from
His Critical Writings, edited by ArthurHQbson Quinn and Edward H.
O'Neill and illustrated by E. McKnight Kauffer. New York: .Alfred A.
Knopf, 1946. Two volumes. c$12.50.
Though new editions of Poe are frequent occurrences, this one qualifies
as a literary event, for these books are unusually handsome and are unique
in the accuracy of their text. The late Killis Campbell 'established the text
of the poems, but not that of the stories as Professor O'Neill has now done.
At least until the promised variorum edition of Professor Mabbott appears,
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the present edition will be regarded as standard. For those readers less
concerned with Poe's criticism than with his creative work, this edition
will hardly be surpassed by another. If fine bookmaking and meticulous
editing have any influence, these books should play a part in re-establishing
Poe as a classic author.
He can hardly be so regarded today, for one would be a fool to think
th~t Poe matters much outside of American literature specialists and
immature readers. "0 Mr. Poe," a friend of mine recently exclaimed, "if·
your characters know all that esoteric and forbidden lore and dwell among
Gothic china closets and Saracenic pincushions, what a deuce of a fellow
you must be!". Like others, my friend "can never decide whether our Keepsake Poet was sheer impostor or in part his own dupe." This view is -one
that I honor. Not very long ago I· was in pretty close agreement, and even
today I should offhand be more inclined to suspect the literary taste of a
Poe enthusiast than that of a Poe detractor.
As it seems to me, the remark by Poe that illuminated all his work
is that found in his preface to the Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque,
when he was defending himself against the charge that he was merely a late
follower of blood-pudding sensationalism. His terror, he argued, was "not
of Germany &t of the soul." Here Poe suggests "that awfl}l burden of evil
which no other author that I can think' of establishes quite so effectively
in poetry and fiction. And as often by coincidence a word from the past
assumes added power in the present through unanticipated events, so these
words do. The terror of Edgar Allan Poe is not that of a public nature (the
concentration camps at Oswiecim, we might gloss), but that of every man's
intensely private depth and isolation.
If this quality of our author is accepted, the next problem is how he
deals with his material. Is he "dupe" or "impostor" or something more? Is
what we have from him a direct communication of raw experience, is he
a slick artisan, or is he a conscious artist achieving that final insight through
his fictions which tesults from aesthetic objectivity? Two kinds of Poe studies
in the past decade tend to distinguish Poe's accomplishment from that of
a man who was a psychiatric case or who busied himself with potboilers.
First, Poe's use of archetypal symbolism, when examined through modem
psychological understanding, suggests a pattern too complex, co-ordinated,
and serious to be the work of a writer not rather fully aware of where it was
taking him. Second, biographical identification of Poe as author .and
narrator has been thoroughly discredited both for his poems and tales.
By implication at least, Professor Quinn's biography of Poe in 1941
has been most instrumental in stimulating this second type of study. Though
certainly trying to give Poe a kind of normality that cannot be assigned
to him, Quinn properly made Poe a writer first of all. Yet, as we may regret,
Quinn has not taken the additional step and looked at what Poe wrote for
what it is permanently worth. Thus the volumes under review begin
with a biographical essay rather than a critical one, and such notes as
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appear on the poems and stories generally play hide-and-seek with biography. For "Annabel Lee" we get a list of the early printings and are told
that it was "written in memory of Virginia."
If an introduction of the nature of Horace Gregory's fine essay on Poe
had appeared, and if notes summarizing the scattered commentary of such
critics as Roy P. Basler, T. O. Mabbott, and Walter Blair had been printed,
then the books would make Poe available for many readers today in a
fashion that format and text alone do not. But to the independent reader
- who tries 'to see Poe without false biographical and critical prejudices, the
work of Poe itself should be enough. Indirectly, the illustrations of E.
McKnight Kauffer do provide. th,at discerning commentary which is otherIi!!
wise missing. .
GEORGE

Thomas WolJe~ by Herbert
tions:, 1947. $2.00.

J.

ARMS

Muller. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Direc.

"We are aware," says Herbert Muller, "that the whole American enterprise is very gross and noisy, that its most conspicuous motives are economic,
not spiritual; and we are likely to forget its heroic, epic qualiti . . . Wolfe
was our closest approach to Homer.... His life work was perhaps as close
as we can expect to come to Homer."
"0 lo~tl" Wolfe begins in lyrical anguish; and at tIre end, in sober
prose: "I believe we are lost h.ere in America but I believe we shall be
found." In tracing Wolfe's literary and spiritual.pilgrimage from tlhat first
pathetic cry to that last chant of faith, Herbert Muller has written an
excellent book, a book that the hands of many of us have been reaching for.
.Its value lies not only in that by i~s penetration of affinity and sober. recognition of primal creative values it mocks rightly much of the pedagogical
cant that has been plastered on Wolfe, but as well in that it clearly and
solidly states the firm vision of America so that it seems to rise a little more
above the current mists of the wordy faithless, lost and turncoats.
Though he comes obviously to his task with a good warm heart for
Wolfe, Muller's hands are cool. However-and it happens so rarely as
not to be annoying-these two opposing weathers result occasionally in
unevennesses, such as the text-bookish eyesore descri~ing New York as "the
quinteSsential manifestation of the exuberant energy, and might of a polyglot
land," as against the simple and forceful, "he no longer made hymns to fury:'
With a flexible perspicuity that endears him to this reviewer's heart,
Muller begins by eschewing the omniscience of the scholastic boys with the
yardsticks. He sets his own limitations: Wolfe offers little opportunity for
acute analysis or subtle appreciation, and he doubts that the reader's judgment is likely to be affected much by criticism. But, he believes, illuminating
perspective can be got by a roundabout approach, the myth~ which, in the
words of Mark Schorer represents "a large controlling image which gives
philosophical meaning to the ordinary facts of life." It must accommodate
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at once our ancient and emotional needs and the terms of our new knowledge. WoHe's myth, identifying the legend of his own hunger, his spiritual
losing and finding,. with that of his nation, is by this criterion both comprehensive and realiStic.
The early pattern of this myth is located by Muller and threaded out
in Wolfe's first two books. The primitive Eugene belongs in the embryonic
myth, to an "older and simpler race--full of natural magic, human quality."
In Of Time and The River he is stil~ the tool of his follies, but becoming
aware of them as follies, approaching through his writhings an identification
of himseH with his fellows and his nation. He rises in the second two books
to conscious spiritual change and to artistic change: striving after imp~rson
ality and restraint. His symbols become sharper, he is "rising to the double
vision," reconciling opposites and ambiguities, "looking no longer for truth,
goodness and beauty in radiant magic images, but in the mean hearts of
common men." He at last achieves complete identification with his fellow
man and with the. noble hunger of his America. He saw himself, and
"Man in his infinite possibilities, and America as a potentially glorious
chapter in the history of man."
Inadequate as this summary is, it is hoped that it will serve as a come-on
for others to enjoy the richness of the full text. This is not a perfect book
but it is an immensely rewarding one. Among other bits9f delightful
content is a wel1-eamed nudge for certain critics who through the hitherto
existing lack of red-blooded opposition have found themselves and their
ridiculous opinions in the position of being sanctified.
HUGH

MCGOVERN

Anchor in the Sea: an Anthology of Psychological Fiction, edited by Alan
Swallow. New York: The Swallow Press and William Morrow and
Company, 1947. $2.50 •
Alan Swallow has done the reading public,' or at least a certain important segment of it, a considerable service in putting between one set of
covers a wide variety of psychological stories and one famous novelette.
Because the kind of author who happens to be interested in psychological
fiction (as Swallow defines it) is usually interesting at the same time in an
experimental technique, or in wide use of symbolism, or in a greater
subtlety tha~ is ordinarily necessary for the; setting forth of the more overt
behavior of human beings in our culture, Swallow has sought his material
entirely in the "smaller circulation magazines" (except the novelette). This
may represent a serious anthological mistake; there may be much good
modem psychological fiction elsewhere. Nevertheless, Mr. Swallow's selections are in themselves highly impressive. Almost invariaqly they reveal
either a very important new intuitive insight into the wor~gs of personality or an impressive focusing of the elements of experience, sometimes
dramatic, sometimes apparently insignificant, which impel a character into
his real being.
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John Berryman's "The Imaginary Jew" (Kenyon Review, 1945) brings
a young man, a "Southerner, to the overwhelming conviction that there is
no possible neutrality any more on the race issue. Whoever is riot for the
so-called minority is against humanity. The story emphasizes the e~perience
by which the conviction is arrived at. "The imaginary Jew I w~ was as
real as the imaginary Jew hunted down, on other nights and !lays, in a real
Jew.•.. and the real and the imaginary blood flow down together." The
theme, as far as I know, has nowhere else been attacked with this degree of
"
subtlety and fine n~ative power.
Meridel Le Sueur's "Persephone" (Dial, 1927) remains an acute and
perceptive" transference of myth to the bleak Kansas :wheat country. The
story is beautifully symbolical and strangely,' imaginatively evocative; an~
what a triumph of acculturation it must have seemed to be back in 19271
"In Dreams Begin Responsibilities," title story of the 1938 collection
by Delmore Schwartz (New Directions), relates the artist to <heams and
dreams to reality in a startlingly brilliant technique. The story is deservedly
memorable.
.
Two stories deal with the adolescent girl's awakening to the world.
Jessamyn West's Minte ("The Child's Day,'.~ NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY
REvIEw, 1940) reads Shelley, keeps a list of very unpoetic phrases, delightfully blends the heroic and the practi~, the minx-like and the saint-like,
still gestures at life but promises to become a richly compl~ women. Kay
Boyle's Judith ("Wanderer," Accent, 1942), fourteen years old, loves a man
" thirty years old, as Cathy loved Heathcliffe, but all her emotion is absorbed
into or washed out by the war. Her illusion is the world's illusion, and her
betrayal is the ~orld's betrayal.
Jean Garrigue's "The Snowfall" (Kenyon Review, 1944) has a rich and
fine texture, feeling for experience, and good symbolism. Snow in winter
comes down, symbolizing Oneness, true insight through greyness of view.
I am not sure th.at it is as entirely successful, however, as it might be, for the
purged and' purified view leads to a choice which, in terms ot the story
m~terial itseH, seems to be as much the author's choice as the character's.
David Cornel Dejong's "Preparations for the Night" ,(The Southernesque,
1936) and Kathleen Toole's "A Short Space" (NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY
REvIEw, 1941) seem a little strained and insignificant in the company of
most of the other material, and Jean Stafford's "A Reunion" (Partisan
Review, 1944) se"ems personal and petulant rather than significantly psychological. Its symbol, too, is perhaps forced and out of keeping with the
characters.
.
A great story that well deserves reprinting and inclusion in such a
collection is "The Brink of Darkness," by Yvor Winters (Hound and Horn,
1932). Cold and specific, it is intensely symbolized. It sets forth the tru~
eXperience of the full implications of naturalism-and without the romantic
whimper. Winters speaks of "an invasion by an insidious power." The story .
implies a brief acquaintance with the hard, the cruel, the meaninglesS, the
obscure, the irrelevant-all of which finany recede. The experience seems to
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explain exceedingly well the deliberate and rational avoidance of the
naturalistic view in all of Winter's subsequent thinking. He will always
carry with him this awareness of the utter convincingness of a certain kind
of reality; but he will always affirm that this is not the whole of reality.
The story is an important key to Winters' desperate dualism.
, It is supererogatory to write more at this time about that most excellent
short novel, The Wife of Martin Guerre, by Janet Lewis, which appeared
originally only six years ago, in 1941 (Colt Press, San Francisco), and which
deserves all the further attention it can get. It is a magnificent re-creation
of the atmosphere of a pastway of life; it is richly and meaningfully symbolical and allegorical, but without any of the usual aridity or abstractness of
allegorical performances. This fine piece of contemporary writing is alone
sufficient justification for the entire volume. Other riches make the book
eminently worth having.
DUDLEY

WYNN

Prize Stories of I947: the O. Henry Awards, selected and edited by Herschel
Brickell. New York: Doubleday and Company, ~nc., 1947. $3.00.
The twenty-ninth O. Henry (William Sydney Porter, 1862-1910),
memorial volume contains twenty-three short sto:r:ies by American authors,
selected from American magazines. The judges of the prize stories were
Struthers Burt, Muriel Fuller, and Paul Jordan-Smith. The first prize was
awarded to John Bell Clayton for his story, "The White Circle," which
was published in Harper's Magazine. Eugene Burdick, author of "Rest
Camp on Maui," (also published in Harper'S), was the winner of the second
prize. Elizabeth Parsons was awarded the third prize for "The Nightingales
Sing," which appeared in the New Yorker. Robert Lewis, author of "Little
Victor," an Atlantic Monthly publication, was awarded a special prize for
the best first published short story.
From the viewpoint of technique, the selections offer interesting variations. Most of the established contributors such as Mark Schorer, Jessamyn
West, Bessie Breuer follow the modern pattern. 'Eudora Welty in "The
Whole World Knows" overloads her picture with detail, a mannerism which
is now becoming a fault I believe. "The White €ircle" is undoubtedly the
most skillfully executed of the stories. The conflicts between good and evil,
symbolized by two young boys, is intensely projected through the use of
flashbacks. Margaret Shedd in "The Great Fire of 1945" effectively uses
flashbacks also to integrate chronologically the life of a frustrated woman
against a symbolic background. I was surprised that this author did not
receive prize recognition.
Every narrative in the book is based on the theme of frustration or
defeat. Twenty-three stories revolving around the maladjusted, the neurotic,
or the pathologically unsound make depressing reading. I find myself in
entire agreement with the following opinion of one of the judges, Paul
Jordan-Smith:
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I cannot blame writers for a feeling of futility about the, state of the world, ut it
seems odd that.they cannot find contrast to emphasize the feeling of personal•.futility.
An educated decent character flitting across the pages would serve to uq.derscore the
futi~ty; 'l character with some significant purpose would also help in showing how
these morons look . . . I hold no. brief for "happy endings" but I do believe that
reality offers contrasts.

A number of very fine stories published last year give indication of the
fact that some writers are aware of the objectives of the creative ~tist:
namely Uto see life steadily and.to see it whole." It is regrettable that Mr.
Brickell.did not include some of these narratives in Prize Stories of I947.
JULIA

KELEHER

Request for Sherwood Anderson and Other Stories,.by Frank Brookhouser,
Deliver, Colorado: Alan Swallow, 1947. $2.50._
UStories of love ... stories of people ... stories of war," these are called,
but there is no real line of separation. The mildly tragic, commonplace drama
of the lives of everyday people - of misplaced dignity and pride, of evasions
and lost opportunities - is the absorbing theme of all the stories. Published
in a collection of this kind where a plan of selection and arrangement is seen,
the gradual enlargement of theme' through influences of time 3.I!d change
produces the effect of a poignant and rather disturbing novel.
The stories begin with high-school experience in the American small
town of the mid-twenties, with its all-embracing cosmos' of ice-cream parlor
and porch ·swing romance, of football games and parties. The late twenties,
then, shows this generation more sophisticated, more emancipated, moving
cityward as the times dictate a faster pace just before the Depression knocks
the bottom out pfeverything. The shocking spell of time that 'follows, the
unemployed years of the early thirties, is broken only when the rumble of
war lets loose another wave of escape. Covering the youth span of that
generation rooted in the aftermath of the first World War, uprooted by a
second one, the impression of the years is reclaimed in vivid recollection.
The climactic peak of war as a fact' is reached in the last group of
stories-the, maturest and best, the most memotable ones of the volumeand someone says: UWhat we need, pal, is Sherwood Anderson-he always
knew how to write about people who were all mixed up inside. ~ . :' If
the author is capable of more restraint than he exercises toward sparing
himself the charge of sentimentality, it is an ungrudging sacrifice he makes
to give to his characters what he feels is their due of warmth and understanding. However variously named or situated, it is always that socially
nondescript individual uthe little man," with his frustrated sensibilities and
aborted good intentions, who engages the author's interest and who, in
the intimate sphere of Frank Brookhouser's creation, demands a right to
recognition.
.~
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Masters of the Dew~ by Jacques Roumain; translated by Langston Hughes
and Mercer Cook. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1942. $2.50.

Jacques Roumain-Haiti's beloved author, ethnologisf; an<a champion
of the rights of oppressed mankind-died in 1944 at the age' of thirty-eight.
Before his death, however, he inscribed a testament of faith in the exploited
Negroes of his native land and his optimistic beliefin their ultimate triumph
over inimical forces. That testament is his last book, Masters of the Dewl
finished less than a month before his death.
.
Masters of the Dew is a simple study of a social problem, uncomplicated
by subplot or deviation. Far more than a mere clinical analysis, however,
it is also a beautifully written novel. Even in translation, one savors the
fresh, natural idiom of the Haitian countryside and the picturesque, indigenous figures of speech that flower on every page. Realistic details of
the life of the people, their voodoo ceremonies, and their passiVe acceptance
of their lot form the background of the book.
In the foreground, Manuel Jean-Joseph returns home after fifteen years
in the cane fields of Cuba to face the basic problems of the "big-toed
Negroes," the peasants of Haiti. There is the problem of unfriendly nature:
"The drought's overtaken us, everything's wasting away..•. The wind
doesn't push the clouds along any ~more. It's an evil wind that drags its
wings on the ground like swallows and stirs up dust-smoke." There was
.the problem of dictatorial authority: " 'So you're going around talking with
'Well
the peasants, heh?'" demanded Hilarion, the 'Tural policeman.
they [your words] aren't to the liking of the authorities, they're words of
rebellion.''' But worst of all, there was the bitter enmity among the peasants
themselves: "'There's our si~e-and the others. Between the two, bloodl
You can wade in bloodl' "
Manuel sets all his strength to fight these three forces that are enslaving
his people. He works out an irrigation project that will save the valley;
he defies Hilarion in order to carry it out; he insists on forgiveness between
the feuding factions, since the united strength of all will be necessary for
the success of the project. The bitter struggle costs Manuel his life; but his
efforts are triumphant, for a united community opens the canal on the plain
to the chant of
"Manuel Jean-Joseph, Ohl
Mighty Negro! Enheho!"
U

It is interesting to observe the parallel between Jacques Roumain and
the hero of this last book of his. Both served with single-minded devotion
their dreams fC?r their country and its people. Both have rejected the traditional attitudes to which they were born. For Roumain, this was the smug
comfort of the wealthy faririly of which he was a member; for Manuel, it
was the slavish and enervating dependence on ceremony and tribal gods
that was a part of his heritage. Jacques Roumain used Manuel as a mouthpiece to express his own ideas of the dignity of man, the necessity of fighting
for the rights of the oppressed, the hatred of despotjsm and foreign exploita-
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tiona To make $e comparison even more remarkable, both Roumain and
his character died an untimely death and yet.after death each served as an
inspiration for the continuance of the work he had begun. Just as the canal
was completed in Manuel's name, so the overthrow of the dictator Lescot
by the Haitians in 1946 was accomplished in the name of Jacques Roum.ainl
THELMA

CAMPBELL

When the Mountain Fell, by CF Ramuz. New York: Pantheon Books, Inc.,
1947. $2.5 0 •
f

When the mountain fell, burying the herds and most of the men, the
small Swiss village could hardly realize its tragedy. When, after two months,
one man made his way from the rocks piled high over him, he could not
realize that his nearest friend could be anything but also alive, somewhere
underneath. But when that ope survivor threw himself hopelessly against
the mass of stone, his young wife, though fearing, nevertheless followed him
until he could return with her, back to every day.
Ramuz' novel is one of abstracted characters, each with a single passion.
Ramuz seems to survey the scene frQ-m his mountain's highest pe~, choosing
from the patterns of movement beneath him gestures to represent all fear,
all love, ~l awe. His physical details, too, recall only one sense at a time;
whole pages are carefully void of sound, or of smell, or of the motion one
knows is there, until finally the author concedes, and admits those other
senses in sudden rush. The close-ups, the sudden changes of depth, the
slow panoramic survey of all the mountains areas in a moving picture of
deliberate mood, until the reader is rapt-or thoroughly impatient. The
English tr~nslation, at least, all too often affects the Biblical.
Yet for all this, for all the obvious insistence upon simplicity, Ramuz
held me throughout. Perhaps his effects had to be calculated, and at the
same time almost irritatingly transparent, before he could shock me into
acceptance of his story, his beautiful story, about man and a woman and
a mountain.
'

a

ROBERT

B

UNKEIl

County Lines, by Lincoln Fitzell. New York: The Swallow Press and Wil·
liam Morrow and Company, 1947. $2.50.
The Time by Dialing, by Myron H. Broomell. New York: The Swallow
Press and William Morrow and Company, 1947. $2.00.
Long Island Triptych b Other Poems, by Lindley Williams Hubbell. New
York: The Swallow Press and William Morrow and Company, 1947.
$2.00.

. '

. '

The Ninth Continent, by Lindley Williams Hubbell. Denver: Alan Swallow,
1947· $·50'
'"
Layman's Fall, by Ellis Foote. Denver: Alan Swallow, 1947. -$1.00.
FOT a New Era of Hate, by James Boyer May. Denver: Alan Swallow, 1947.
$2.00.
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The ultimate importance of poetry, whether relative or absolute, is
hardly to be decided by a reviewer. But that importance conced€;d-a concession this reviewer hopes that many discerning readers will make-the
need for adequate publishing outlets becomes clear. In the ligh~Of this
need then, new titles bearing the Swallow imprint can only be eceived
with something more than ordinary pleasure. For they are tangi Ie-and
readable--evidence that something is being done to meet a ,basic need in
poetry.
More SPecifically, however, the books listed above are worthy of more
careful examination than the narrow compass of this review will permit.
In a world where innovation seems the norm, there is something reassuring
in the restrained skill of Lincoln Fitzell's lines. Though in this latter ..book
Fitzell fails to reach elegiac, ironic heights of some of his earlier poems,
particularly "Prayer for Mercy," he shows himself still the master of subtle
modulation within the given form, of authentic restatement and relocalization (the Sierra scene) of old themes. Moreover,tl\e six short stories included
in County Lines evince Fitzell's talent for treating in good colloquial prose
other facets of the same theIIl;es- and scenes. Characterized lik~wise by restraint, Myron Broomell's THe Time by Dialing reveals the poet's world
with more modernity, more particularity of dilemma. Achieving a delicate
equipoise between the disciplined measure of his verse and the perilous
perception of his thought, Broomell is surely one of the more exciting and
brilliant poets of our time. Stemming from a more recent tradition, generally called experimental, Lindley Williams Hubbell in Long Island Triptych and The Ninth Continent does not relinquish firm control but writes
with the sureness of a poet who would infuse an form with that imaginative
wholeness of meaning synthesized from the mind's dark subterrain and the
illusive brightness of the objective world mirror-trapped in history. Ellis
Foote, on the other hand, perhaps too self-consciously in the Joycean, mode,
revels through the anarchy of language-pun-ripe words, elf-mated on the
tongue of Finnegan-toward the elusive reality which threads the chameleon
humor of Layman's Fall. NO,t poetry in the formal sense, James Boyer May's
For a New Era of Hate nevertheless has more than one link with the books
discussed above. Written in a prose"sensitive to both idiom and meaning,
May's short stories explore the purlieus of horror in man's soul with something of the precision and concentration usually achieved only in poetry..
It is good, I think, that a certain catholicity of taste should be "exemplified in these new offerings from the Swallow and Swallow-Morrow presses.
But surely it is even better that benea~ formal dissimilarities may be traced
a similar purpose-the hope that winds through chaos toward a meanipgful
. synthesis.
D E A N E Mow R E R

Trial of a Poet, by Karl Shapiro. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock, 1947.
$2.00.

At one. . . .
Von ~oltke fell, I was housebroken.

i;-

':
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At two how could I understand
The murder of Archduke Ferdinand? . . .
At eight the boom began to tire.I tried to set our house on lire. . . .
What evilS do not retrograde
To my first odious decade?

Thus begins Karl Shapiro's "Recapituiation," first section of his new Trialof a Poet. The section ends ,in similar mockery of, yet insistence on, the
separate self; after thirty lines of marriage ceremonies for "atheist bride" and
"heretic grOOIp," he writes,
Hymen's attentions are well meant
But marriage happens in the dark..
•

e

With increasing,age, the poet describes' his inability to accept creed or
economic faith, his inability even to hate with f:ull satisfaction and this no
matter how passionate his concern, as witness his "Southerner." Of Washington the city, none too attractive to him physically or for its symbolic
paradoxes, he still can write,

.
-

Oilly the very foreign. the very proud,
The richest and the very poor
Hid in their creepy purlieus white or black
Adore this whole Augustan spectacle.

Shapiro has intolerance even for the most fashionable of intolerances;
his poet in the title poem can understand all too well priest, doctor, and
public offi~er who would condemn him, as well as chorus of poets who would
abuse and celebrate his cause. But the insistent doubt is not that of the
tired, far from it. Shapiro, while reserving the right to criticize, while lamenting ,much, simply will not condemn wholesale, without exa~ination.
He expects mistakes to be'made, and still will do all he can to prevent them;
he is passionate in his will that at least we do what we can.
The poetrY itself is strong, sometimes willfuily rough. It commands,
with the v~iety of self-confidence, the wry conclusions still continuing to
surprise. Karl Shapiro is one of those without preconceived morality for
either poetry or all his world; he is moving toward what he wants to say,
•
insistently, and with marked talent and ingenuity.
>

'ROBERT

BUNKER

Continent in Limbo, by Edith Sulkin. New York: Reynal and Hitchcock,
1947· $3.00.
'Europe without Baedeker: Sketches among the Ruins of Italy, Greece, and
England, by Edmund Wilson. Garden City, New York: Doubleday and
Company, Inc., 1947. $4.00.
.
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Americans make keen reporters. They are mobile, nervous, curious.
As they travel they compare and contrast; they ask questions; they want to
know. Among the reporters are some men and women with soundings,
depths of experience, perception; or thought; their writing tou~es the
tremulous stuff of life itself, humanity bewildered, qu~sting, dazed with hope
and error. To this group belong such men as Richard Lauterbach, Theodore White, H. L. Matthews, Edmond Taylor, whose writing is not simply
grouped words, but interpretations of experience. Their books resolve. To
this roll must now be added Edith Sulkin.
During 1946 and 1947 Mrs. Sulkin lived in eight European countries.
Continent in Limbo is her account of the daily, human life and thought of
a shell-shocked people. It is a steadily frightening book. It tells of a
humankind stricken and wearied well-nigh unto death. It is also a steadily
illuminating book, for it is cool, seen truth. The effect of this book comes
from its truth, and its truth comes from the insight and vision of a woman
who knows what and how to see. Mrs. Sulkin's narrative is a felt experience.
Never obtrusiye, yet always deeply engaged; ,never egregious, yet always
compassionate, her individuality adds still another dimension to this grim
and responsible history of modem life.
In the flux of postwar histories there has been none quite like this. For
Mrs. Sulkin has the great gift of languages. She is not the reporter so much
as the informer. Knowing the languages of Europe, she heard and understood the mUrmurings and mutterings. She heard the Germans mouth
uDemokratiel" and laugh. Elsewhere in Europe Mrs. Sulkin listened to
people saying in their own tongue, "I don't know. What now? Where shall
I go? Where shall I ask?" It is the nightmare of Franz Kafka grown gigantic.
Within World War II were vengeful civil wars inside the countries of
occupied Europe. In Norway, Finland, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Holland the consequence of those civil wars remains- in the shape of bitterness
or bloodshed. Only in Czechoslovakia does Mrs. Sulkin report spirited
regeneration. There too, however, is felt what she considers the most evil
and dangerous pressure of ~: the cat-and-dog· snarling of the United States
and Russia. She reports a Europe-and many Europeans report it too,
despite the obscurantist American press-which wants neither the "domination" of Russia nor the "protection" of the United States. They reject both.
They want to be bullied by neither power. They want their own middle
way. Europe will be free to advance only when Russia and the United
States alike release her; she does not want to be the bone tom between them.
There is one sort of American who does not make a good reporter.
That is the American with unalterable prejudices-malices" indeed-who·
travels only to seize confirmation of his prejudices. He finds everywhere
" the mote in his own eye. Such a ma~, paradoxically, can make a stimulating
and even superb critic, for he has a foundation (however distorted) which
supports a structure of comment; he has the strength of belief. In Europe
without Baedeker Edmund Wilson is that kind of reporter and that kind of
critic.
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As reporting this is a bleared j~b. Mr. Wilson began his&postwar trip

to Europe with the conviction that the British are in~ably domineering,
polite only from cruelty, insensitive and inhumane. This odd generalization
is his King Charles' head. Wherever he turns in Britain, Italy, or Greece it
intrudes; the spitefulness mars a book which otherwise has a threefold ~
interest.
Because of its crucial importance today, one thinks first of his reportage
of Greece, a few chapters that have much of the charm and bite of Henry
Miller's masterpiece on that country, The Colossus of Maroussil plus an
im.I!1ediacy which grows ever more serious ~ the United States and Britain
arm the "legal government" there, which Mr. Wilson shows unpopular,.
undemocratic, and brutal. In the section on Greece and Crete appears at
its best Mr. Wilson's talent for the graphic phrase. At the seashore he
watches a young mother "standing in the water cqld playing with her little
girl, smiling so that she made her eyes slits as.she splashed with her palm
tipped back at the wrist, at every splash thrusting her face forward and
hissing, as if she had been some elemental creature-some siren that resembled a water snake. When I asked her what part she was playing, she
'. answered that it wasn't anything."
Turning from reporting the mass to examining the man or work, Mr.
Wilson treads on his own ground, and there his work is nonpareil. Thus
his interview with George Santayana in Rome-"he had none of the pomp
of authority, none of the arrogance of reputation, but merely an oldfashioned politeness that "Was cool and yet quite informal"-is a second
highlight of this book. With the individual, Mr. Wilson is anatomically
exact, a clinician of personality. His eyes never waver nor does his attention
slip.
But he is most impressive in those sections of Europe without Baedeker
where he directs that at~enti()n to literary criticism: to Malraux, Silone,
Hawthorne, Norman Douglas, even Arsenic and Old Lace. When he writes
of books and the cultural past his slightest word merits consideration. He
surprises ~r shocks a reader into thought. He is grave .and grand. In those
paragraphs one ~ees again that here indeed is the Dr. Johnson of our time.
~

WILLIS

D.

JACOBS

The New Yorker Book of War Pieces. New York: Reyna! and Hitchcock,
1947·
As many said at the time, the New Yorker did a whale of a job reporting the war. As one reads the compilation of selected articles, this impression is confirmed. From Mollie Panter-Downes's chatty and homey little
account of a peace-loving British nation settling down to the business at hand
in September, 1939, to the stark, cllinatic horror of Hiroshima as recorded by
John Hersey,· the whole story is there-or an impressive part of it. Seldom
is an anthology so consistently admirable: arresting, moving, quietly and
factually effective. Though' there is uniformity of excellent writing by a

.
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group of extremely literate and observant men and women, who feel that a
report is a report, an editorial an editorial, and that their purpose is the
former, there is no monotony of subject matter or of mood. Geographically,
the range is from Southern Iran (where fever thermometers have to be kept
on ice) through Europe, Africa, the Atlantic and the Pacific to Bougainville,
where we meet the giant, khaki-clad Fiji sergeant with the orchid in his hair.
Some stories are sensational: Hiroshima, of course, and Mark Murphy'S
account of Seaman Basil Dominick Izzy's gruelling eighty-three days of torment and sUI"vival on a platformed raft in a stormy, shark-infested stretch
of ocean off Brazil. But the sensational quality derives from the sUbj€ct matter itself, not from any purple patchiness of treatment. Other selectionsRebecca West's sensitive recital of a day in London town, where rag and
bone shops are "twisted like barley sugar"; A. J. Liebling's delicate and
poignant story of the letters he found J!1 a deserted Norman farm house,
letters dated 1914 and written by a gentle little French soldier, full of con..
cern for the welfare of his black cow, his infant son, his "dear little Louise"
-these. records and others deal with trivia in such a way that the material is
not trivial but tremendously affecting and important.
Memorable vignettes give the book durability. There' is remote Letino,
an Italian Shangri-La, where the children do not shout for caramelle and
where the women dress from headgear down to stockings in one of three
colors-red for married women, green for maidens, black for widows. There
~ Ensign Falks, last seen in the Squth Atlantic, "riding a hatch cover •.as if it
were a horse and wielding a bamboo pole like a lance" in order t~ drive
the sharks away. There are the English refugee' children, who-four years
and an ocean's span from home-remember that they used to have dumplings
in their soup, wonderful dumplings; and the Moroccan goums whose girth
increased as the African campaign wore on and they garbed themselves in
layer upon layer of clothing taken from killed or captured enemies.. There
are the mice in the Adlerhorst; the radio-controlled torpedo bomb which,
stalking its target, "carries a lunCh pail and has a belt in the back"; the
tattered, tragic beach at Iwo Jima.
'
War Pieces is that singular anomaly (today, at least), a book of popular
nonfiction with no illustrations, no photographs, no inside cover map. It
does not need any of these.
JANE KLUCKHOHN
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